From ''No MarginYNo Mission'' To ''No OutcomeYNo Income''
At that time, we were finding ourselves at the end of an era of blind health care purchasing. We believed that the mantra espoused by many health care leaders to encourage cost control of BNo MarginYNo Mission[ would be replaced by the BNo OutcomeYNo Income[ call of many stakeholders led by purchasers.
Many hospitals have survived Bplaying defense[ in the arena of quality. For some, every play of their game is to keep the revenue ball. Fixated on the Bmargin scoreboard,[ many have not worried about making quality touchdowns as long as the cash flowed and they contained cost.
In 2004, we felt that the broad cost containment methods that served administrators well in the past were not sustainable. We felt that limiting investments in patient safety, infection control, education, and workforce development would be the very strategies that would pull hospitals under in the future. The future is here.
CRITICAL QUESTIONS
A number of questions need to be answered to clarify the current crisis situation. They include the following:
(1) In light of the global financial woes, will hospital performance be a national priority? (2) Is there really a hospital quality crisis, or has this been overblown? (3) Who are the forces behind the tsunami, and will they be sustained? (4) What will define hospital Bgreatness[ in the new no outcomeYno income era? (5) What can organizations do to survive and even succeed with the tsunami?
Sinkers Wonder: What Happened?
The sinkers will be those organizations with a terminal case of Bmural dyslexia.[ This condition is when one cannot read the writing on the wall. They will not survive the forces of the new health care economy. The snail's pace of health care change that has been a friend to the status quo will no longer be around. The organizations with poor patient safety performance will become poster children of shame.
DEFYING BUSINESS LAWS OF GRAVITY
Quality, cost, value, speed, and trust are intrinsically interlocked and tightly coupled. We can only defy the business laws of gravity for a time. In health care, time is measured in glacial minutes. However, like a ball being thrown in the airIwhat goes up, must come down.
The spending of the Medicare endowment payment program has been turbocharged by our free market economy and propelled our industry straight up, suspending the business laws of gravityItemporarily. For years, hospital revenue has been a Bgiven,[ and the quality of services to the recipient of the services was in no way linked to payment.
Further, the microtransaction payment system of payment for activities rewarded those driving volume with no check and balance of quality. If hospitals and physicians had the patient volume and billed lots of reimbursable activities, their sustainability and success were assured. Hospital administrators were lulled into driving revenue and managing cost, and only cost.
Volume-Centered Care is in Clear and Present Danger
The gravitational pull of economic dynamics has now canceled this meteoric rise. Welcome to the business laws of gravity. Our reimbursement ball is coming down.
A NATIONAL PRIORITY
President-elect Obama, as recent as December 27, 2008 , reiterated on national television that health care would be number 3 on his agenda of priorities after financial stabilization, and energy strategies, which put it above tax reform and educationVclearly all important issues. (Oral Communication, Wolf Blitzer News. Dec. 27, 2008 . 11AM ET CNN)
During 2008, the National Quality Forum (NQF) convened the largest and broadest quality coalition ever created, called The National Priority Partnership. It includes stakeholders from all sectors to establish National Priorities to bring about safer, more affordable patient-centered health care. Patient safety, including infections and care coordination (2 of their 6 priorities), specifically addresses safety in hospital performance and synchronizes with the NQF Safe Practices addressed in a later section. 4 These other 4 priorities include family and patient engagement, population health, palliative and end-of-life care, and overuse.
In addition, in the third quarter of 2008, the Chasing Zero Conference 5 was held, which addressed Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs), where the leaders of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI), NQF, The Joint Commission, The Leapfrog Group, CMS, and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) declared that prevention of such infections was an issue that requires national priority status, thus complimenting such focus by the National Priority Partnership described above. These leaders were asked very specific and tactical questions, such as: BWill success in eliminating HAIs require that the typical hospital infection control department structure and function be scrapped and rebuilt?[ Originally developed to detect infection outbreaks, most are not equipped to do more than auditing. Their answer on the record was: BYes, absolutely.[ Infection control leaders and departments need to have the authority, accountability, and ability to drive performance improvement action.
So at that conference, these leaders of the most important quality, certifying, and purchasing organizations told hospital leaders what they need to do. They declared infection prevention a national priority.
When a senior CMS leader of the value-based purchasing initiative was recently asked whether the financial conditions or a change in the presidential administration would change or minimize the impact of implementation of the payment polices tied to hospital-acquired conditions (HACs), he stated that they would not and that the program is tied to statute. list of serious reportable events or CMS list of HACs. In addition to the serious harm reported, some of the patients experienced 1 or more temporary harmful events, such as a drug reaction that caused discomfort but did not result in serious harm.
Although these results are not nationally representative, the extent of adverse events and temporary harm found in this case study substantiates concerns about the incidence of adverse events in U.S. hospitals, and the importance of safety initiatives to reduce occurrences.
Just the fact that the OIG thinks harm is important enough to address and provide a formal briefing to the US Congress should speak volumes to hospital leaders. Again, new Bwriting on the wall.[ Our first question was: In light of the global financial woes, will hospital performance be a national priority? The answer is a very clear Byes. [ 
THE TSUNAMI FORCES
The growing energy layers of the tsunami, consisting of the quality experts, Congress, employers, certifiers, the media, consumers, standards organizations, and government payer forces, continue to build. New requirements and transparency demands are exploding in breadth and depth of impact.
Under a sea of complexity, long-ignored fault lines in the tectonic plate of health care finally snapped into a major fracture with unprecedented force. The early shock waves under the water line were first felt by quality leaders more than a decade ago, triggering a slow-motion chain reaction through Congress, then employers, the Joint Commission, the media, consumers, national standards organizations, and finally by government and third party payers. Each layer added to a rapidly growing and ever-surging tidal wave.
Quality Leaders, the Institute of Medicine, and Congress
Early testimonies of quality leaders such as Lucian Leape, often thought of as the father of patient safety, and Don Berwick, the North Star of quality and President and CEO of the IHI, revealed major safety problems in American health care. Such input led to a comprehensive evaluation of medical error and patient safety by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) reporting to the U.S. Congress. The resulting report, To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health Care System, catalyzed tremendous national attention and accelerated the momentum. The series of IOM reports that have followed this original work have underscored and detailed the opportunities for improvement.
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The incidence of preventable harm is clearly much greater now than was originally estimated during these early watershed events. Over the years we have seen the great success of the IHI's 100,000 Lives Campaign, which has saved more than 120,000 lives, the IHI's 5 Million Lives Campaign, affecting the safety of even more patients, and the recent recognition by the CDC that health care-associated infections cause almost 100,000 deaths per year alone.
At the 2008 IHI National Forum on Quality, it was reported from an analysis of the entire CMS database of beneficiaries that two-thirds of seniors over 65 who are admitted to the hospital with a medical diagnosis will either be readmitted or dead within 1 year. This is a very sobering finding soon to be published in detail. 13 So the answer to our second questionVis there really a quality crisis, or has the issue been overblown?Vis clearly yes, we are in a major crisis, and no, it has not been overblown.
In fact, the rate of improvement in U.S. hospitals is arithmetic, while the rate and risk of systems failures is logarithmic. Most safety leaders would agree that most hospitals are unsafe and that current quality improvement programs are falling further and further behind over timeVwhat we thought was safe in the past will be unsafe in the future. See Figure 1 for a graphic presentation of performance trajectories in institutions that are Bunsafe[ versus those that give great care.
Leapfrog: A Pay for Performance Pioneer
Appalled with the preventable cost, loss of life, and suffering of their employees, U.S. employers became active and formed The Leapfrog Group in 1999. Now composed of more than 185 Fortune 500 companies and other large private and public sector health care purchasers, together, they wield more than $69 billion in annual purchasing power and represent more than 34 million covered lives.
14 The Leapfrog Group has clearly kept the attention of hospitals and caregivers. Naysayers who argue that The Leapfrog Group has not moved market share need only look at the fine print of their current payer contracts. Many have adopted the Leapfrog measures. 15 
The Joint Commission
The Joint Commission has embraced the patient safety movement through its ever more important and growing safety standards and has joined The Leapfrog Group as an implementation partner and a harmonization partner of the NQF Safe Practices for Better Healthcare updates. Despite intense attention on the topics, the Joint Commission has found that patient safety compliance remains low and harm continues. All experiences confirm that the numbers often cited in the IOM reports are low estimates of a much larger problem. Dr. Peter Angood, Chief Safety Officer for The Joint Commission, believes that Bhospital leaders need to synchronize their internal performance 
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Media
The media have capitalized on the safety issue driving ratings since the 1999 IOM report. Unfortunately, some of them have followed some of the less edifying maxims of BIf it bleeds, it leads[ and BNever let the facts get between you and a good story.[ Other great contributors to the quality movement, like Laura Landro of the Wall Street Journal, have provided fair and balanced articles addressing critical issues. 17, 18 Such constructive attention has helped drive the movement and saved lives.
Consumer Awareness
A sleeping giant that has just started to awaken is consumer awareness. Consumers are becoming increasingly informed and empowered and are now voting with their feet, especially now that costs are hitting their pocket book. Personal health care costs are a leading cause of bankruptcyIeven for those with medical insurance! 19 
National Quality Forum
Founded on the basis of the recommendation of the IOM, the NQF has become the major quality standard-setting organization in the U.S. 10 The serious reportable events mentioned earlier originated with the NQF. The NQF, with organizations such as AHRQ, IHI, The Joint Commission, The Leapfrog Group, and CMS, with support of organizations such as the Texas Medical Institute of Technology, have led the way in harmonizing national standards, such as the NQF Safe Practices for Better Healthcare, described in a later section, that are now being directly used for performance payment and safety compliance.
CMS and Government Forces
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) took the first step toward aligning Medicare payment with better quality through a Pay-for-Reporting initiative by launching the BReporting Hospital Quality Data for Annual Payment Update[ in an effort to get hospitals to voluntarily report quality measure performance. 20 The recent implementation of the Bno-pay[ policy of CMS for preventable HACs has demonstrated that the tide is really turning and is clearly Bpay for performance.[
21,22
From Pay-for-Reporting to Pay-for-Performance to Pay-for-Improving CMS is clearly having discussions with major organizations about the concept of BPay-for-Improving,[ so that hospitals generate credit toward financial incentives for improving over the prior year's performance. This is a sure sign to hospital leaders that being above average or the Bcream of the crap[ The Pay-for-Performance quality bonuses and penalties being implemented by government, and now being embraced by private payers, signal an irreversible trend. 24 Federal and private payers are permanently resetting the market thermostat of tomorrow. 22 Our third question was: Who are the forces behind the tsunami, and will they be sustained?
Clearly, there is more and more energy behind the wave, especially with the government payer forces at play. In an environment of financial bailouts, health care reform may not look as expensive as it once did.
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HOW WILL GREATNESS BE DEFINED?
There are consistent themes in the thinking and writings of some of our most gifted contributors to the national body of knowledge on leadership and organizational performance. That is the concept of Bgreatness.[
Values Genetics
A universal finding is that great organizations have great leaders and that great leaders inspire and design organizations to behave consistently with a set of core values. The greatest organizations seem to unleash the talent within their people to aspire far beyond the norm for callings that are more social than financial.
Ann Rhoades, the people systems leader of Southwest Airlines and jetBlue, now in health care, tells us that leaders drive values, values drive behaviors, and behaviors drive performance. The collective behaviors define an organization's culture.
We recently established a Bvalues genetics[ model which describes the values-behaviors connection, where core values are like genes that are expressed in behaviors like traits. Behavior traits are mediated by conscious and unconscious choice and are predictable. The culture of an organization can intensify or suppress the expression of the values, not unlike the Bnature versus nurture[ dynamic we see in biologic systems.
In the article BValues Genetics: Who are the Smartest Guys in the Room,[ we reported on interviews of health care gurus about characteristics of the next generation of great health care leaders. Their responses were surprising. None of the gurus cited intelligence, skills, or knowledge. Incredibly, all of them cited human values like humility, courage, compassion, and integrity.
Recognizing in this article that values are the most important characteristic of great leaders, we depict measurable dimensions of Idealized Future Leaders in a radar chart. 26 See Figure 2 .
They include personal core values; intelligence quotient; emotional intelligence quotient, a key ingredient for good collaborators; what we defined as performance intelligence quotient (a measure of competence or ability to administrate performance improvement methods); education; and credentials for the position; and finally knowledge and skills along the clinical, operations, and finance dimensions. 26 Although there are certain common personal characteristics of great leaders, Bill George, a truly great leader in the health care device industry, author of True North and numerous articles, has taught us about authentic leadership and that there is no cookie cutter approach to leadership. 27 He and his colleagues state that Bauthentic leaders demonstrate a passion for their In the book Outliers, 1 Malcolm Gladwell has identified characteristics of those who have attained greatness. They have talent and passion, and exhibit hard work. He proposes that the relationship between talent and success is a matter of attaining a certain threshold level, and that once that threshold is met, there is not a direct linear relationship between talent and success. He states that one must have passion, but that the characteristic of Bsuper[Vafter reaching a certain threshold of talentVis attained after a lot of plain old hard work. The common denominator of those who have attained greatness across many diverse fields is that they have put in 10,000 hours of practice in their field. Furthermore, he states that great players have Baccumulative benefits[ over time that may not be solely due to talent, but more to opportunities which they create through their work and by virtue of circumstances out of their direct control. Gladwell's concepts spell good news for many of us who are not gifted in the extremeVwe can win if we put in the effort.
ExecutionVThe Make or Break
In other industries, CEOs are not fired for their strategies. They are fired for the failure to execute. Don Berwick and leaders of IHI tell us that Bideas, will, and execution[ are critical to the success of leaders. The Bus and Flywheel Jim Collins, author of Level 5 Leadership, Built to Last, and Good to Great, has inspired us with business forensic analysis of great performance. Believing that leadership was often used as a Bplug factor,[ he reluctantly came to the conclusion that leadership was the special ingredient of great organizations, and that such leadership was critical to an inflection point transformation from good to great.
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He told us that great organizations Bget the right people on the bus,[ and they overcome the flywheel of inertia through disciplined people, disciplined thought, and disciplined action.
CULTUREVCorporate DNA Table 1 for a more complete description of these elements. 26 Graphically depicted in Figure 3 , our CULTUREScan measure, the dimension of 1 clear vision (1 Vision, Care Leaders Corp. Austin, TX) has been added to the DNA set. We are finding, through study of hospital organizations, that those that Energy state: cultures that are transforming or constantly improving have a capacity for extra effort over and above that needed to deliver basic care. Those with a fatigued and short-handed workforce are greatly handicapped in this area. 
SURFERS
The tsunami and surfing are merely metaphors to capture our attention and illustrate basic principles. We know that there will be a series of P4P waves. Like politics, all health care is dictated by local forces that vary. However, to most of us who have been paddling around our local ponds for years, these first waves will really seem like a tsunami.
To play out the surfing metaphor, let us look at the basic fundamentals of surfing and apply the principles of greatness to hospital leadership and performance.
Surfing basics require the following: & understanding of the direction, force, and shape of the wave; & a steerable solid platform that will provide lift and forward direction; & skills to smoothly propel the platform forward to match the speed and direction of the wave; and & ability to stand and balance the platform while controlling its trajectory.
Great hospitals that have prioritized quality created a unified safety platform like a surfboard and have real lift out of the chaos of public reporting. They clearly have an understanding of the wave or waves coming and are well positioned to take advantage of the new forces. Most importantly, they have been practicing and improving at improving. Like the seasoned surfer, they have put in the thousands of hours and made many thousands of attempts at riding waves. Thus, they have been building reliable skills at propelling themselves forward and balancing the forces of gravity and the waves.
Anyone who has tried the sport realizes that a great athlete cannot just jump on a board and surf. The many failures at catching waves are more instructive about the fundamentals than is the great ride.
As Gladwell would say, a threshold of talent, real passion, and most importantly many hours of practice make for greatness.
There may not be any organizations that have attained true greatness across their entire enterprise, however there are many that are aspiring to be great and have established greatness in some service lines. They include Geisinger Health System in Danville, PA, Virginia Mason in Seattle, WA, and the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston, MA, to name a few.
Geisinger Health System has integrated 40 critical steps that anyone undergoing coronary bypass surgery should have performed. However, they assure in their ProvenCare model that these steps are taken for every patient every time. They have been able to turn the tables on health care payers and have guaranteed their outcome and pay for their own complications. Recognized in the medical literature and lay innovation press, they are clearly surfing in cardiac care. 34, 35 Although quality and safety was their vision, financial success was an outcome. They have driven margin up over 100% while reducing readmissions by 45%. The unschooled finance leaders may jump to the conclusion that they are losing margin from readmissions; however, readmissions are loss leadersV15% of hospital beds are occupied by readmissions and they consume 60% of hospital resources. 36 Virginia Mason Hospital has trained more than 300 people in Japan in the Toyota performance improvement methods and has been able to dramatically improve services that are being recognized by the international community. 37 This is another hospital which is surfing the quality waves in specialty care. Their governance board set the tone for the direction and was a winner of a special Leapfrog Group Governance award.
The radiology department of the Brigham and Women's Hospital is setting a whole new bar in performance improvement. A top-tier Leapfrog hospital, it is pioneering new developments in health information technology that reduce inappropriateness of imaging studies while guiding referring physicians to the right studies. Their work is so extraordinary that it has been embraced by some health care purchasers who now require their software be used for approval of studies. The hospital wins, patients win, and payers win with the cost coming out of waste. Finally, a factor that re-enforces the concept of accumulative advantage and helps explain why winners keep winning is confidence. Rosabeth Moss Kanter, the famous business guru, in her book Confidence: How Winning Streaks and Losing Streaks Begin and End, addresses winning streaks and losing streaks. 38 She observes that what confidence makes more likely is that people and teams will analyze problems, face them head-on, communicate, and cooperate with those whose support they need. They take the initiative to make adjustments or try innovations. She says that Bpeople with confidence can count on themselves, count on other people, and count on shaping events.[ Before we address the swimmers, we will provide a framework and a step-by-step approach below that all can use to help make their organizations better surfers.
NQF SAFE PRACTICES: A HOSPITAL SURFER'S GUIDE
The NQF Safe Practices for Better HealthcareV2009 update is the most harmonized set of national standards ever developed. Consisting of 34 practices to be released in the first quarter of 2009, it provides a clear guide for U.S. hospitals and health care organizations. 39 Consistent with the surfing metaphor, this set of Safe Practices provides a clear platform design for forward motion. It lays out the job for leaders to balance resource needs with performance, and it defines key actions that hospital teams must execute to align with the direction and pace of the new waves of quality demands. 
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Why are the NQF Practices so Important?
These Safe Practices clarify the roles of leadership in health care organizations, and most importantly they will be used by payers, certifiers, and quality organizations to drive compensation and transparency. We have detailed them in another recent publication. 40 ''Not Just the Right Thing to DoI The Right Thing to Do to Get Paid'' They are harmonized across the measures, standards, and practices of the original harmonization partners of NQF, The Joint Commission, The Leapfrog Group, the AHRQ, and the CMS HACs.
These practices have also been synchronized with new guidelines developed by organizations focused on HAIs. They include the Infectious Disease Society of America, the Society for Healthcare Epidemiologists of America, the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology, the American Hospital Association, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 41 How can Leaders Systematically Apply ''Greatness Principles'' to Improve?
By using the surfing metaphor and applying the greatness principles described earlier, we can explore a step-by-step adoption of the NQF practices.
Step 1: Determine Your ''Is State'' There are no shortcuts. Winning involves courage, investment, and plain old hard work.
The CEO, the C-Suite, and the governance team need to have a cold, hard reality check. If you are not already pursuing safety as your number 1 strategic focus, you are likely unsafe and need to make a change. Look at the dimensions of your corporate DNA (Fig. 4) and think about the dimensions of idealized leaders we have provided. See Figures 2 and 4 .
If you are not in the top deciles of quality and safety measures, or a leader in national collaboratives, such as those run by the IHI, then this BIs State[ approach may explain why.
An established improvement formula that is built into the activities for leaders in the NQF Safe Practices, and used in Leapfrog pay-for-performance safe practices surveys, is the 4A Model of Adoption. They include BAwareness, Accountability, Ability, and Action.[ 42 & Hospitals must be fully aware of the performance gapsVboth the national numbers and their own numbers. & Leaders must be personally accountable for closing quality gaps through performance reviews and/or compensation. & Ability is critical. Hospitals can be aware and accountable; however, if hospital staff do not have the ability to act (the education, skills, compensated time, and dark green dollars to invest), they risk producing nothing more than empty programs. Worse, they discourage the troops.
Compare yourself to the top safety leaders, not to the average. Average hospitals are in for a world of hurt both for their patients and their leaders in the next decade if they do not transform.
Step 2: Disciplined People Randy Pausch, author of The Last Lecture, BIf there is an elephant in the roomVintroduce him,[ when he discussed the seriousness of his disease. If ANYONE on the governance or administrative leadership team is not prepared to make every decision on the basis of adherence to the core values, he must be dealt with fairly. Graciously and thoughtfully, he must be invited to serve elsewhere. If an organization is not prepared to do that, the pursuit of excellence is fruitless and the exercise of this approach will be a charade. & Patient safety officer with accountability and authority: safe Practice 1 also requires that a Patient Safety Officer be appointed. Is your safety officer someone who Bdrew the black bean[ and had this duty already added to an overwhelming list of duties, or do you have someone on the bus who will have the full knowledge and skill set required to serve you? We have defined such requirements in prior articles. Does this person have both accountability and authority to make changes? 43 & New information flow: the practices also define new roles for leaders of nursing, pharmacy, and medical staff to have access to governance and administrative leaders to provide the information and feedback necessary to ensure safety. A simple examination of meeting schedules and information reporting systems against the safe practices will find most hospitals reconfiguring structures and systems.
Step 3: Disciplined Thought
Collins tells us that we have to have the courage to look in the mirror and face the brutal facts. He says we must then focus on our BHedge Hog,[ or the intersection of what we can be the best at, where we have the greatest passion, and what drives our economic model. & Safe practice 4, identification and mitigation of risks and hazards: this practice defines the real meat of tying resources to risk and performance improvement. Least implemented, it is likely that this area will be of greatest focus in the next decade. It defines the integration of risk management and performance improvement. & Systems redesign: the surfers have taken a careful look at their major service lines and silos of service and have come to the conclusion that they have to re-frame their work around their strengths, protect against their weaknesses, and optimize performance against financial issues. Clearly, this must be undertaken in a manner that requires much more detail than can be addressed here. The function-specific NQF practices provide a perfect mechanism to redefine performance requirements.
Step 4: Disciplined Action
Collins provides us with the concept of disciplined action, and Gladwell provides the evidence that no one achieves greatness without practice. The leaders of Franklin Covey address the make-or-break issue of execution.
With the sea change ahead, there will be a C-Suite change in the roles of great organizations. As Henry Adams, the American historian and the grandson and great-grandson of presidents said, the president or leader Bresembles the commander of a ship at sea. He must have a helm to grasp, a course to steer, a port to seek.[ 44, 45 
Governance Teams
We use the word Bteam[ here because in great organizations that is what they areVand they provide the vital leadership and precious resources and ensure that there is a system of accountability to succeed. Dr. David Hunt, a gifted surgeon who represented CMS on the NQF Safe Practices team, reminds us through the story of adoption of modern sterile technique that these 3 elements are critical, and that without them we fail. The principles of sterile technique were developed by Dr. Joseph Lister in the UK, yet he faced challenges driving adoption. Dr. Theodor Billroth in the 19th century was able to successfully adopt the principles because he had the advantage of leadership engagement, resources, and a system or systematic approach to implementation. (Oral communication, December 9, 2006) . 22 Your governance team will give you what you need to build and steer your safety platform to surf the waves ahead. 46 & CEOs, COOs, and CFOs: our top administrative leaders with the most power must make the organization's vision vivid and realVwe need to be able to visualize that port we seek. Success is never a straight line journey. Leaders must keep us on course. They must have their hands on the controls that leverage immediate feedback and adjustment to the performance systems that affect their ships. If they are not living the behaviors that paint the values in all they do, they are sending a message. & Chief nursing officers: our CNOs at great organizations will have more authority and accountability. They will assume the role of talent development and people systems performance, instead of merely managing nursing policy issues. Safe Practice 9 (Implement critical components of a well-designed nursing workforce which mutually reinforce patient safeguards) reinforces the requirement for their input and role in safety, defined in the first Safe Practice addressing leadership. It is the actions of nurses at the bedside that drive most NQF Safe Practices! & Chief quality and safety officers: in great organizations they will be less in the Baudit business[ and more in the Baction business[ than they are today. They will have more authority and accountability for performance. They will be, in some cases, Bthe Chief Revenue Preservation Officer.[ 22 They will be your lookout for new waves to come and will help redesign systems for infection control, integrate risk management and performance improvement. & Chief information officers: Our CIOs often think of their role as I.T. -information technology. They agree that their role is 90% T and 10% IVthat is to say, their primary job is to get the technologies implemented and running. In the next 5 years, we believe that they will be 10% T and 90% I. The technologies will be stabilized, and clinical and nonclinical leaders will depend on them for actionable information to reduce risk and optimize performance. To them, we say, Bget ready.[
Risk Officers and Managers
There is and will be an ever-changing role for those in risk management. They will be less in the claims management and financial asset protection business, and more in the anticipatory risk identification and mitigation business. They will work very closely with the quality teams and help with early recognition and warning initiatives that prevent high impact, low frequency events. See the existing Safe Practice 4 (Risk Identification and Mitigation), which defines an entirely new collaborative role between risk and performance improvement groups. National leaders in disclosure and care of the caregiver after adverse events, such as Dr. Everyone must work to develop a culture of quality entrepreneurship, systems optimization, and most importantly, measurable high-reliability execution. Otherwise, failure is inevitable. In short, as is often quoted by many, culture eats everything for lunch.
SWIMMERS
There will be hospitals that do not catch the first wave. That does not mean that they would not surf. It does mean that they will likely have a tougher time, like the surfer who tries to regain the composure necessary to coordinate an offensive attack on a wave set while being pummeled by the last set. See Figures 4  and 5 .
Star organizations of the present and past, like some cited in publications such as US News and World Report, have terrific Bsilo strengths[ and great national brands. Some will find enterprise systems performance and continuity of care failures to be a crushing blow.
Some will do what Collins says great leaders do: look in the mirror and face the brutal facts. Others will act like a once-great athlete, trying to glide on past glories. It is only too easy to start to believe one's own press releases.
Many who are at risk for becoming swimmers will have leveraged success by simultaneously ramping up silo revenue while clamping down on silo cost control, thus ignoring enterprise systems performance. Patients flow across silos, with adverse events commonly occurring along their path at silo interfaces.
In the case of the swimmers, their Patient Safety Officers will be a lifeline for their patients and a life jacket for their CEOs. 43 How well they will survive depends on how fast they can strap together their silos and become patient-centered. Pride goeth before the fall, and humility is a rare commodity in the C-Suite of former industry leaders who ignored the sea change.
For some of the swimmers suffering from more mercenary profit-driven cultures, we will have to rehabilitate their leaders who may have been deluded by the Wall Street and business school religion of BWhat's in it for me?[ and adopted an Bend justifies the means[ behavior model. Such organizations may have compromised patient safety and rationalized harming patients through situational ethics and moral relativismVBI need to make more money to serve, and harm is a cost of doing business.[ Some swimmers will be the former stars of the financecentered game who are suffering what Jim Collins intimates about the stages of the fall from greatness. In national speeches, such as the 2006 AHA Meeting held in San Diego, he has told us that studies of great organizations that have fallen show sequential stages of demise. First is arrogance; followed by becoming insular, thenVas performance slipsVthere is a stage of denial. This is followed by a stage of grasping at other business models or expansion. They are then plagued by broad, inconsistent performance that leads to capitulation. Rarely is the fall related to technology or product failure, and is always due to leadership failure. Again, that plaguing issue of leadership is at the heart of performance.
SINKERS
Sadly, there will always be the laggards. Everett Rogers, the author of Diffusion of Innovations who is best known for the theory by the same name, defined the very last adopters of a new innovation as Blaggards.[ They were defined as individuals who are critical to new ideas and become adopters when something has become mainstream or even tradition. 47 In light of the rapidity with which the tsunami-like changes will occur, seemingly out of nowhere, laggard organizations are likely to have certain risk for sustainability, unless their environment is so shielded that they are the only game in town.
Laggard individuals are increasingly easy to pick out in an organization. They debate the business case for doing the right thing for patients.
They are often the same people who argue that resources should not be given to patient safety unless hospitals are paid extra for such programs.
It is time to remind them that they are no longer defying the business laws of gravity and that principles of other businesses now apply.
It is Not About ROIVIt is About SIB:
Stay in Business!
Debating the business case for patient safety is as foolish as a restaurant debating the business case for refrigeration. It is not about ROI. It is about SIB: Stay In Business. Restaurants cannot charge a new price point for safe food any more than we can wait for new payment to deliver safe care. Market forces will not allow it.
Still others will argue that it is not at the time of financial crisis that we should invest in safety and quality issues that affect tomorrow's payment.
Fortunes are Not Made in Boom Times I
That is Merely the Collection Period
Perhaps we can take some solace in the words presented by Bob Whitman, CEO of Franklin Covey, as a quote from George Wood Bacon, BFortunes are not made in boom timesI That is merely the collection period. Fortunes are made in depressions or lean times when the wise man overhauls his mind, his methods, his resources, and gets in training for the race to come.[ (Oral communication, December 8, 2008) A DEFINING MOMENT Hospital leaders have little time left to decide who they and what their organizations are going to be. This is a defining momentIit will define you or you will define it. Will your organization be a surfer, swimmer, or sinker?
It will take the conscious choice of leaders to build your board, learn the waves, develop the work strokes to gain speed, and gain the balance to takeover your destiny. To quote Dr. Bill Scharff of OSF Healthcare Bfailure is the path of least resistance. [ (Oral Communication December 8, 2008) Clearly, great organizations continuously Bface the brutal facts[ to become great; however, we share a final quote from Theodore Roosevelt for those who less constructively find fault with those who seek greatness. We provide it for the recreational critics who pride themselves on being skeptics, many who pretend they have some special intelligence and critical thinking skills, when in reality they may be deluded, afraid, bluffing, or jealous and Bplaying defense[ for the status quo.
